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ABSTRACT

For suppliers it is significant theme to know how much their service satisfied customers. Questionnaire survey, for
example, is often adopted, however, the reply from customers obtained  by such a way  is not always accurate to
express honest mental activity. This paper describes a detecting method of a more accurate reply by entrusting
mental and physical activities for the services to unconscious responses reflecting activities of autonomic nervous
system during  sleep.  This  was  performed  on  the  idea  that  there  is  some relationship between satisfaction  and
conditions of both mental and physical activities. As a result of some experiments using  services for healing, the
unconscious responses reflecting the above nervous system such as respiration and pulse rate shifts beyond several
hours at night showed satisfaction instead of conscious responses reflecting mental activities.   

Keywords:  Autonomic  Nervous  System,  Unconscious  Response,  Body  Motion  Wave  (BMW),  Dynamic  Air
Pressure sensor, Satisfaction, Service

INTRODUCTION

It  is  well  known that  the music or  aroma heals  us  mentally  and physically.  This  healing makes us  relaxed  or
comfortable state, in another word, it makes us induce satisfaction. Satisfaction is induced also by exiting matters
due to such as favorite sports or success in an examination, for example.  While in daily life we accept various
services such as articles, information, friend and circumstances, etc.  The suppliers of them usually want to know
how much the  service  satisfied  customers.  Though questionnaire  survey  is  often  adopted,  the  reply  is  usually
distorted by some reasons, so that it is not always accurate to express honest mental activity.  

The theme for the suppliers is how to know honest replies for the services. Therefore, the question here is do we
know the degree of satisfaction turning out the honest reply. If we know it, we would make better services  by
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considering the honest reply. In this respect,  we have studied entrusting the reply of satisfaction for services to
unconscious responses reflecting activities of autonomic nervous system (Okawai et al., 2011; 2012). In the series of
these studies, we have an assumption that such unconscious responses reflecting activities of autonomic nervous
system mean the degree of satisfaction, because the music or aroma to heal mentally and physically is already
approved by some other way throughout the world as adopted in aromatherapy. At the present study, the phenomena
of relaxation detected by our measurement system were further investigated to know fluctuation of instantaneous
pulse rate.  

METHOD FOR TAKING DATA OF UNCONSCIOUS RESPONSES

Instrumentation 

In the state of relaxed during sleep, it is understood that both respiration and pulse are controlled by  autonomic
nervous system and the rates of those are become less (Hori,2008;Kaniusas,2012) and that the vital activities such as
respiration and pulse appeal unconscious responses free from reason, et al.(Okawai et al., 2012;2013). Then, and our
measurement system to detect the vital  activities during natural sleep was described in Fig.1.  A pressure sensor,
named “dynamic air pressure sensor” (M.I.Lab) was adopted in order to fabricate a non-restraint, non-attachment
measurement system. In principle, it was set on a bed to detect dynamic air pressure arises between the sensor and a
subject’s body at lying. The pressure variation detected with the sensor was converted to electric signals, “body
motion wave” as mentioned later, sampled at the rate 400 Hz, 16 bit and stored in a personal computer.  The signal
was  processed  with  Chart  v4.2.2  (AD  Instrument)  and  programmable  software  VEE  Pro  ver6.0  (Agilent
Technologies).  The reproducibility of this system was confirmed (Okawai et al., 2011; 2012).

Figure 1. Measurement system for body motion wave (BMW) having components of respiration-origin
BMW (R-BMW) and pulse-origin BMW (P-BMW)

Body motion waves detected

As reported by Okawai et al. (Okawai et al., 2011-2013), in subject’s body during sleep some continuous motions
are generated resulting in respiration and pulse, so that thus motions can be detected as pressure waves named
“body motion wave (BMW)”, “respiration-origin BMW(R-BMW)” and “pulse-origin BMW (P-BMW)”. In addition
during sleep, some frequent extra motions are generated resulting in unconscious actions et al., these can be detected
as pressure waves also.  For these extra waves,  approximately two types of waves appear.  The one was named
Tremble-origin BMW (T-BMW) having a small magnitude and short duration of wave due to a slight action of a
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portion of a body. The other was named Action-origin BMW (A-BMW) having a large magnitude and wide duration
of wave. Accuracy of the present method for detecting rates of respiration and pulse was already confirmed by
comparing with the data taken from a thermistor and an electrocardiogram (Kuno et al.2004). 

Basic concept for a human system and its reply to input such as service

In general idea, a system has a mechanism to produce an output modulated by its characteristics for an input. This
idea was applied to following human system (Okawai  et al,  2011:2012).  A human is an elaborate system. The
services are input to the system both intentionally or unintentionally. Then, the system is influenced and makes a
response, viz., an output. Such phenomena were shown in Fig.2 suggesting a mechanism of resulting a conscious
response and an unconscious response for an input of a service to the human system.

Here, article, information, energy and labor were listed for example for input. The output of speech or action, for
example, is a conscious response, on the other hand, the variation in physical condition is an unconscious response.
At first, the flow to conscious response is as follows.  A biological signal, produced as sensing stimuli, i.e. service
by, for example, sense of sight at channel 1 (circled 1), flows into two channels. The one, channel 2, processes it as
mental activity, and the other, channels 3, does it as physical activity. Then, these mental and physical activities
interact through channel 4.  Mental activity, such as satisfaction or emotion, probably makes physical activity better.
Also good physical activity will make mental activity better. 

Thus, the mental activity will reply to the service by satisfying for a conscious response through channels 5 and 6.
However,  there  would  be  possible  to  reply  not  satisfying,  because  a  signal  of  mental  activity  was  sometimes
distorted by reason or consideration et  al, as shown in the bracket  between channels 5 and 6.  This output is a
conscious response also. Thus, the reply from here is not always accurate because of above distort.

On the contrary,  there are two lines in the physical  activity as a  physical  condition to express  an unconscious
response. The one is direct channel 3 and the other is channel 4 via a mental activity. The signals from such two pass
ways are combined and then sent by channel 7 for output. This unconscious response might be an honest answer
because it was not distorted by above reason.  

Physical condition generating unconscious response as shown in Fig.2 (a) was determined by a factor  c. A new
sensitive surroundings or service is input under health maintained, the output will mainly occurs as delta c=delta s.
When delta c  varied with no sensitive matter, the fraction of health condition, delta h , must have changed.

Daily life is roughly classified into two situations of in awake and in sleep as shown in Fig. 2(b). In the former,
mental activities produced in cerebrum will generate a conscious response. On the contrary, in the latter, because of
unconscious  state,  autonomic  nervous  system  activity  is  superior  so  that  physical  activities  will  generate  an
unconscious response.  This is why the answer is put into unconscious response.

Then, service input can be classified into three types as shown also in Fig. 2(b). Articles and food are examples of
type I having channels 2 and 3. Information is an example input of type II not having channel 3. Unconscious
responses would be accumulated in the body and, therefore, would appear during sleep. During sleep we are in
unconscious  state,  therefore,  the  output  through several  hours  is  free  from reason,  consideration,  et  al.   Some
bedding materials, input to human system without awareness during sleep, are examples of type III which having
neither channels 2 nor 4. 

Experiment

Consecutive four days were set to perform one set of experiment. In the first and second days for normal days as
usual, physical reproducibility for a subject was checked, and then, in third and fourth days for receiving service
days, i.e., stimulated days, he/she was checked in the same way.  At the present study, (a) healing music and (b)
aroma were adopted for the service of healing, relaxing or improving circumstances.

For healing music, subjects who did not hear healing music in daily living were selected. The subject hear any music
chosen by himself/herself for approximately 30 min (minutes) to 1 h (hour) in the time of 2 h to 0.5 h before going
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to bed. For aroma, subjects who do not use aroma in daily living were selected also. The subject spent time with any
aroma he or she chose for 1-2 h before going bed. The aroma was available for approximately 3h after going bed. 

A subject accepted a stimuli at awake. Subjects, 22 -30 normal males and females, 4 to 20 for each stimulus 
participated.

 

Figure 2(a).  Hypothetic model revealing flow of a service for a human system from sensing to response (Okawai
et al., 2012)
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Figure 2(b). 　 Hypothetic model revealing three types of flow of service: I, II, and III

RESULT AND DISCUSION

In Fig. 3, example transitions for a subject of pulse rate in the upper and of respiration rate in the lower through one
night were shown. Left two are for the normal, i.e., no particular stimulus for the first and second nights, and then
right two are for healing music stimulus for the third and fourth nights. As shown by arrow in the left trace for pulse
showed a clear decrease pattern, while that of respiration also showed rather decrease pattern but not clear or flat
pattern.  On the contrary,  the transit patterns for music stimulus showed flat pattern.  The reason why the shape
changed is decrease of above two rates especially in three hours from the beginning of sleep as shown by downward
wide arrows in the right trace. Such distinct decreasing patterns were seen in 3 of 4 subjects. As for aroma stimulus,
as shown in Fig.4, pulse rate decreased especially in one hour, while respiration rate did not decrease in 3 of 3
subjects. 

It  has  been  understood  fundamentally  that  pulse  rate  and  respiration  rate  decrease  by  relaxation  (Hori,2008;
Kaniusas,2012). This means actions of parasympathetic nerves become superior to that of sympathetic nerves in
principle. However, from the result, it is clear that the stimulus did produce some variation in autonomic nervous
systems with a difference between controls of pulse rate and respiration rate. It was also found that the effect of
music and aroma appeared at the early time portion especially in three hours. This seems to show that such healing
stimulus made a subject sleep easily because of low rate in the early period. By the way, music was input to human
system by type II, while aroma was done by type I as shown in Fig. 2, so that, the difference in input way  maybe
made a little different effect.   

At the present study, in order to further investigate what the decrease in the rate of pulse or respiration due to
healing stimulus, i.e., services, we detected instantaneous pulse rate for example. Two portions of five minute in the
neighborhood of 90 minute and 230 minute, i.e., earlier than and later than three hours from the beginning of lying
on a bed, respectively, were selected and then instantaneous pulse rate were investigated as shown in Figs.5 and 6.
In figures,  fluctuation appeared with large magnitude of approximately 25 for the left, normal day, however,  it
became less, approximately seven, for the right, music stimulus day, though the fluctuation for later three hours
showed almost same value of  six between for “normal” and “music”.

For also aroma as shown in Fig.6, the fluctuation appeared with large magnitude of approximately 15 before three
hours for the normal day, however, it did with less magnitude of approximately 10 for the stimulus day. On the
contrary,  fluctuation did not varied by aroma after  three hours.   Here,  a time period value of three hours  was
determined temporary at present study.

Therefore it can be considered that healing stimulus made human decrease in the rate of pulse and/or respiration.
This decrease produced,  or was produced by, relaxation. The relaxation means comfortable state in mental  and
physiological factors. Then autonomic nervous system permitted such a human systems to control the rates of pulse
and respiration to  relax.  A large scale  of fluctuation in pulse rate  for  “normal” maybe means relatively rather
uncomfortable state because of the usual state. The word “relatively rather uncomfortable” here means that  the
healthy young students who usually sleep well participated for the subject at the present study and then they slept
better than usual at the day of healing stimulus just in case.  

It can also be confirmed that the information of satisfaction for response to a service in awake was accumulated in
autonomic nervous system and then appealed unconsciously during sleep at night as shown in Fig2 (b) at least by
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music.

Figure 3. Rates of pulse, upper, and respiration, lower, during sleep through a night. The left shows for
"normal" with no particular service (stimulus) and the right shows for "music" with service (music

stimulus).
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Figure 4. Rates of pulse, upper, and respiration, lower, during sleep through a night. The left shows for
"normal" with no particular service (stimulus) and the right shows for "aroma" with service (aroma

stimulus).

Figure 5.  Variation in the instantaneous pulse rate due to music stimulus. The trace is for in 5 min of
the time portions determined by arrows facing each other in Fig.4: upper for earlier and lower for later

than 3 hours from the beginning of lying  
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Figure 6. Variation in the instantaneous pulse rate due to aroma stimulus. The trace is for in 5 min of
the time portions determined by arrows facing each other in Fig.4: upper for earlier and lower for later

than 3 hours from the beginning of lying

CONCLUSIONS

Autonomic nervous system answered satisfaction to services in awake by unconscious responses of varying rates of
pulse and respiration during sleep. The responses were, in concrete terms, decrease in above two rates and decrease
in the magnitude of fluctuation.  It was also confirmed that the information of satisfaction for response to a service
in awake was accumulated in autonomic nervous system and then appealed unconsciously during sleep at night.
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